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Introduction

attraction



FREEPORT is An evolvable 

and free economic ecosystems.



Millions of AI citizens have their Asset 

Rights through smart contracts.



We built up a ecosystems similar 

to reality. Every players are able 

to play any roles and undertake 

different social divisions of labor 

they want. Each of you are 

indispensable for Freeport 

ecosystems.



All assets (NFT) in the physical 

sense must be produced by 

the skills of citizens who use 

the raw materials.



Growing your network, 

improving favorability with 

people and AI citizens, you 

will have better game 

experience. Moreover, you 

might benefit more from it.



Urban plan

(Specific Area Instance)

Urban planning also included 

in the ecosystems. Materials 

are necessary.



Road-map

(BSC Mainnet)

2022. June

Total 250,000 lands

(50K of lands owned by AI citizens)

FreePort

(BSC Pre-Alpha test)

2022.1.18

beginner village 

100 lands and 100 AI citizens

FreeTown

BSC Mainnet

2022. September

New Instance: Specific Area

Total 100 of urban plan are tendering 

in staged. Each of urban plan will have 

10k of lands. Winning bidder are able 

to decide its business mode and taxes. 

Building tools will supply by Freeport 

Team. Winning bidder could be A 

address or DAO.

FreeWorld



FreeTown
MAP

Experiential version of the town with 100 of lands during Pre-Alpha test. 



Freeport
Diagram

Each district have 10K of lands, blue 
district means owned by AI citizens. So 

there are 250K of land above.



Freeport
Specific Area

◆Specific Area could be a guild.

◆Specific Area have tax system.

◆Entire Building material in Specific Area are produced by Freeport citizens.

Example:

◆(Urban plan)Casino / Amusement / Mall / Business district(Partnering) / 
Red-light district

◆(Gaming) If an user wanted to build a zombie town then players were able to 
fight it and get specific material, owner should cast entire material required 
to build it up.



Freeport
Specific Area



AI Citizens



AI Citizens

◆ AI citizens have their Financial Independence.

◆ Each AI citizens detail contract as behaviour are controlled by 

Gaia major contract. 

◆ According to requirement, Gaia would mint new citizen NFT 

and their detail contract.

◆ According to NFTs statement, Gaia would build up proper 

FPD into their detail contract.

◆ AI citizens have their Asset Rights.

◆ AI citizens obey their contracts to work.

◆ No one can control AI citizens assets.

◆ AI citizens is non-playable.



AI citizen architect

Smart contract
GaiaMetaverse

Gaia major contract

Mint citizen NFTs by 
random number.

Smart contract
WorldsWillRouter

Represent Freeport World Will.

Notify the citizen level, which 
has been minting. Then, Give it 
proper asset.

Smart contract
FPCitizenIdeology

Detail contract as citizen 
behaviour

According to WorldwillRouter, 
AI citizens will have their own 

freeport dollar and assets. 

Connect citizen NFT to 
detail contract as behaviour.

Smart contract
ERC-721

FreeportCitizenNFT
Citizen statement and NFT contract

Deploy son 
smart contract

Millions of detail contracts and 
address, no one is able to control it.



AI citizens Personality Traits



AI's 81 personalities



Economy



Increase liquidity(LPs)
>>The one of most basic and important thing on economy.

Entire citizenship of income will add to liquidity contract.

Economy

Decrease token(MTC) in circulation
>>Whole the lands are minted by MTC and the payment will be 

locked for 3 years. Entire Specific Areas of incomes will be burned.

Token(MTC) redeemable
>>Token will be locked after sell, unless it fall on debut price. If so people 

can redemption their token by their citizenship NFT to smart contract.

Promotion to communities
>>Usiing asymmetric cryptography tech in-game wallet, players dont

need to have another decentralized wallet. Exchange will be only 

necessary to deposit and withdrew tokens like Binance.



NFT minted by material
>>NFT item minted by material,  people mining material is 

helpful for economic circle.

Material Logistics

Virtual start-up
>> Although items are available to trade on marketplace, each 

of city and town are financial independence. People are able to 

purchase lands, stores, start up work studio, mint item, 

equipment and rent it to other players. Not only to trade with 

people, but also AI citizens purchase items from players.

Extensions
>>AI black market, in-game monsters are able to purchase 

equipment from black market. Killing monster might get their 

equipment. It helps economy working.



Freeport
Cross chain

MTC(Meta Core)

Land NFT

Citizenship NFT

FPD(FreePort Dollar)

MTC(Meta Core)

Land NFT

Citizen registration



TOKENOMICS

◆ FPD(FreePort Dollar)

◆ FREEPORT in-game fiat 

currency.

◆ Economic activity with AI 

citizens and players.

◆ Main token of Play-to-Earn.

◆ Token supply no limit.

◆ Offering on Arina Chain.

◆MTC(Meta Core)

◆Trade on DEX

◆ (Total supply:1billion)

◆Purchase for NFTs such as lands, 

building and items… etc.

◆The bridge connect metaverse and 

reality.

◆Cross on BSC and Arina Chain.

1000,000,000MTC No limit



31.5% Liquidity reserved contract

315,000,000MTC(Will add liquidity and public sales.)

3.5% whitelist public sales (Before officially online, fall 

on debut price will be available to redemption.)

35,000,000MTC

15% Team

150,000,000MTC

(locked for 3 years then release 3 of 1 per year.)

10% SEED

100,000,000MTC 

30% Play To Earn Preparing for cross chain

300,000,000MTC

5% Marketing

50,000,000MTC(locked for 2 years, after 2022.1.21 

release 5 of 1 per6 months)

5% Advisors

50,000,000MTC(locked and release after 2 years.)



Citizenship (NFT/BSC chain)

◆Ordinary citizenship

0.5BNB - no limit
◆ Allow to register A citizen per citizenship.

◆ No bonus.

◆ While basic permissions (Purchasing lands/ 
building… etc.)

◆ Allowed to run small business. 
(shops/restaurants/boutique)

◆Golden citizenship

1BNB limit:10000
◆ Allow to register 2 citizens per citizenship.

◆ 3% rewards bonus (woods, stones… etc.)

◆ While basic permissions (Purchasing lands/ 
building… etc.)

◆ Allowed to run small and medium enterprises.  
( Any kind of factories… etc)

◆Platinum citizenship

10BNB limit:500
◆ Allow to register 20 citizens per citizenship.

◆ 5% rewards bonus (woods, stones… etc.)

◆ While basic permissions (Purchasing lands/ 
building… etc.)

◆ Allowed to run any enterprises. (Mall/ 5 stars 
hotels… etc.)

◆ Allowed to join specific areas public tender and 
management.



Roadmap



MTC public sales for whitelist

MTC traded on PancakeSwap

Lands NFT mint

NFTs trading on marketplace

FREEPORT officially online

Citizenship public sell Specific Area public tender

Whitelist for citizenship NFT holders.

Price: 1MTC = 0.001BNB

1,000 MTC per golden citizenship.

50,000 MTC per platinum citizenship. 

MTC will set a time lock until 2022.4.15.

MTC Circulating Supply :160,000,000MTC

Lands NFT on BSC chain

Mint fees are 500MTC per land.

Total:250,000 of lands,

200,000 are available to mint.

Players sell lands with BNB/MTC/FPD.

Players buy lands with BNB/MTC.

AI citizens buy lands with FPD.

Ordinary citizenship NFT - 0.5BNB

Income will add to liquidity contract.

Up to  280,000BNB in liquidity contarct.

Golden citizenship- 1BNB max:10000

Platinum citizenship- 10BNB max: 500

Bid in MTC.

Supply tools to build up.

Need to cost materials.

MTC bids will be burned.



Road-map

◆Citizenship public sell

◆Golden citizenship- 1BNB max:10,000

◆Platinum citizenship- 10BNB max: 500

◆Entire sale of income will add to liquidity contarct.

◆Total: 15,000,000MTC/15,000BNB will add to LPs (LPs token will be 
burned)

◆Reserved contract:300,000,000MTC

◆Liquidity contarct = 15,000BNB

◆MTC Circulating Supply :125,000,000MTC

2022.3.15



◆MTC public sales for whitelist. 

◆Players who having citizenship NFT are already on the whitelist.

◆Price: 1MTC = 0.001BNB

◆Purchase limit is 1,000 MTC per golden citizenship.

◆Purchase limit is 50,000 MTC per platinum citizenship.

◆Token will be locked after sale. If it fall on debut price before June, people 
can redemption their BNB by citizenship NFT.

◆MTC Circulating Supply :160,000,000MTC

2022.3.31

MTC

Redeemable if fall 
on debut price

Road-map



◆MTC token will be traded on PancakeSwap.

◆MTC will set a time lock until 2022.4.15.

◆MTC Circulating Supply :160,000,000MTC

時程表

2022.4.15

MTC



◆Lands will be available to mint.

◆Lands NFT on BSC chain

◆Mint fees are 500MTC per land.

◆Total:250,000 of lands,
200,000 are available to mint.

◆Total amount of all land sales : 100,000,000MTC.

◆MTC Circulating Supply :160,000,000MTC.

◆Entire lands income will be locked over 3 years.

2022.4.25

Road-map



◆Lands NFTs will be available to trade.

◆Land NFTs will be available to trade on marketplace.

◆Players can sell lands with BNB/MTC/FPD.

◆Players allowed to buy lands with BNB/MTC.

◆AI citizens are able to buy lands with FPD.

◆MTC Circulating Supply :160,000,000MTC.

2022. May

Road-map



◆The end of ransoming MTC from citizenship.

◆Add remaining BNB to liquidity pools.

◆If MTC doesn’t fall on debut price, All 35,000 BNB will pair current price 
MTC add to liquidity contracts and LPs token will be burned.

◆Reserved contract = (more then)230,000,000MTC

◆Liquidity contarct = (more then)50,000BNB

◆MTC Circulating Supply :195,000,000MTC.

2022. May

Road-map

Redeemable if fall 
on debut price



◆FREEPORT officially online

◆Ordinary citizenship NFT - 0.5BNB (No limit)

◆Entire BNB income of citizenship sale will add to liquidity with MTC from 
reserved contract.

◆MTC Circulating Supply :195,000,000MTC- 425,000,000MTC.

◆If MTC from reversed contract has been ran out, it will have over 280,000BNB 
in liquidity contarct.

◆Totally about 150 million liquidity.

◆It is strong economic power for our players to play and earn.

2022. June

Road-map



◆FREEWORLD new extension online/Specific Area public tender

◆Specific Area public tender online. (Bid in MTC)

◆Supply tools to build up city, town…etc on specific area.

◆Whole the building, items need to cost materials.

◆MTC from public tender will be burned.

2022. Sept.

Road-map
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